If you don’t know where you’re going you won’t know how to get there. Similarly, if you don’t
know your financial goals you won’t know how to invest, how to insure, how to save.
I think too many investors direct their investments only with a general sense of how
aggressive or conservative they want to be. And they may not know if they’re saving enough, or
spending too much. To answer these questions there is no way around defining your financial
goals. It’s time to do some homework, with our without a professional to guide you.
To sharpen your focus, answer this question: “In the end, what’s the money for?”
As you, and a significant other if this person is in your life, ponder this question make
sure not to get into numbers. That’ll come later as you put a plan together. Your goals, initially,
should be expressed in your own words to address what matters to you.
Raise children and get them through college debt free. That could be your goal. Or stop
working for money at age 65. Or a big trip with family every other year. Or leaving a legacy. Or
all of the above.
These kinds of goals may direct you to the type of accounts to use for your savings. For
college, a 529 account may work great, and at the same time potentially offer tax advantages.
For retirement, maybe you have access to retirement savings plans at work and even could get
matching dollars from your employer. If so, your goals shape your plan.
Note that you still haven’t even considered types of investments like stocks and bonds.
You should look at your various inflows of money: earned income, alimony, social
security, and maybe even a pension. Is it enough to reach your goals? Or do you need to draw
from your investments. If still not enough you may have to adjust your goals like delaying
retirement or telling your offspring the extent to which you can support her through college.
Another aspect to consider before you get into the sexiness of “what stocks to own”,
etc. is to map out the timeline for when you’ll need money for various goals. Typically, the
longer until you need the money the more time you should have to recover from e.g. a sudden
drop in stock prices.
All of this can seem overwhelming. I think it helps to sit down and write the goals on
paper. Take your time. Then, as the list takes shape, start prioritizing. This will make you think
about why something is important to you.
Hopefully, this will energize you to make any required sacrifices to reach your goals. And
you might find it easier to formulate and later implement your investment plan.
Good luck.
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